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"Be transformed by the renewing of your mind.” Ro 12:2 How can you do that if you can’t read?

America’s Socialist Revolution Has Begun
Democrats are socialists determined to fundamentally transform America with a radical platform that includes
the Green New Deal, reparations for slavery, free pre-school and university, & Medicare for all through redistribution of wealth! Who will pay for it? “Redistribution of wealth,” which means massive tax hikes! If
Democrats win, America would be transformed beyond recognition – even beyond recovery.
Democrat/socialist Presidential candidate Joe Biden
appears to be likable enough but that’s why he is so
extremely dangerous, because he represents an evil
system of socialism, re-definition of marriage-LGBT,
infanticide, open borders, $15 an hour minimum wage to
reduce income inequality (redistribution of wealth) and
four years of free college for all.
Why do all the Democrat/Socialists want free college?
Could it be because universities are the nurseries of
communism, mass-producing little liberal-socialists?
 “People with $300,000 in student debt is crazy! We’ve
got to make universities tuition-free.” Bernie Sanders “It's
time to eliminate all student debt and guarantee debt and tuition-free public colleges.” Congressman Ilhan Omar
 Pres. candidates Senators Gillibrand, Harris & Warren want free college and no repayment of all loans!
 Joe Biden wants free pre-school and university education for all!
Where’s the money coming from to pay the trillions for a “free” university indoctrination?
YOUR PRIVATE PROPERTY!! Your private assets become public domain! That’s where communists
always get the money, by taking it away from those who have it, the rich, to give to those who don’t!
This is what communism is! In 1875, the father of Communism, Karl Marx, said, "From each according to his
ability, to each according to his needs!" Don’t you get it? What you have is not really yours. What you have
belongs to the people! “If you've got a business, you didn't build that. Somebody else made that happen.”
FORMER President Obama
President Bernie? Bernie Sanders doesn’t just represent “democratic socialism” but oppressive far-left
Marxism. In 1988, he went on his honeymoon to communist USSR. Later, he visited the pro-Soviet
Sandinistas in Nicaragua known for anti-American terrorism. Bernie blindly overlooked the carnage to stand
with fellow socialists. He went to Cuba in hopes of meeting his hero communist Fidel Castro but was denied
access. Bernie wasn’t able to hold a full-time job until he finally won the office of Mayor of Burlington, VT,
and eventually a Senate seat. For all of his years representing Vermont, Bernie Sanders passed a total of three
bills, and two of them were for naming post offices. Wikipedia

Bernie is the ‘perfect Democrat Socialist’ candidate.
America’s Most Anti-Christian President Was Barack Obama!
Which president decorated the White House Christmas tree with
pictures of Communist Mao Zedong and a drag queen, ordered Jesus’
name covered while he was delivering his speech and deliberately
omitted the phrase “the Creator” when quoting the Declaration of
Independence? It’s President Barack Obama, the most extreme leftwing
figure ever to occupy the White House. Obama’s attacks on Christians
earned him the title of “America’s Most Biblically Hostile President!”

Obama stated the strangest words ever uttered by an American president: “The future must not belong to those
who slander the prophet Mohammed.” What? Is he a Muslim?
Communism Disguised pt 1 #1622
“Religious Freedom is the Bulwark against the progressive tyranny.” David Horowitz. The Right Wing has
failed to understand how Left Wing Socialists operate. The socialist/communist assault on our country began
with the assault on religious liberty and the expulsion of religion from the public schools in the 1960s, David
Horowitz, one of the founders of the radical Left in the 1960’s totally understands the Left – he was one, but he
was transformed to become a leading conservative. David Horowitz of Dark Agenda – The War To Destroy
Christian America, says that the Left’s strategy to fundamentally transform this nation is working.
Marxism is why America is divided into two nations. There is no compromise!
Identity politics, social justice, means the collective rights are more important than individual rights. The Left
isn’t just at war against Christianity but at war against all freedom. Destroy religious liberty and all other
liberties are at grave risk. The identity politics of the Democrat Party is a Marxist strategy to turn Americans
against each other; blacks vs whites, have’s vs the have not’s, the oppressed vs the rich, feminists vs traditional
roles, just the opposite of the Biblical idea of unity to love thy neighbor! The Marxist/Democrat strategy is the
opposite of our national motto E Pluribus Unum, It is, in essence, from one, come many! Divide and conquer.
Ironically, in the 20th century alone, communists slaughtered more than 100 million people in Russia, China and
Indochina. The chief killers in the horrors of communism include: Mao Zedong, Joseph Stalin, Pol Pot, and
Kim Il Sung. Yet the communists in this country portray
believers in God to be irrational and dangerous.
University professors see it as their duty to convince
impressionable young students that conservatives are irrational,
that two men marrying is normal, that killing babies is a choice,
that open borders and globalism are good for our nation, that
climate change will kill everyone in a decade. They see
themselves as liberators to free students of the chains of
religious myths, Christian superstitions, and other prejudices.
When the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, the American
Communists didn’t go away, they just changed their name to
liberals, progressives – the LEFT! A Socialist is basically a
Communist that doesn’t have the power to take everything
from their citizens at gunpoint! Yet!
Why the promotion of Islam and censoring of Christianity in schools?
Censorship and re-writing history is what totalitarian regimes do.

The First Amendment, freedom of religion has been used to censor out freedom for Christians. So freedom
now means no freedom! Prayer in school, established by our Founders who wrote the Constitution, was ruled
unconstitutional in the eccentric 1962 Engel v Vitale case that said it violated the First Amendment! Only
Justice Potter Stewart correctly dissented saying that forbidding prayer in school establishes a religious
secularism. That single decision set into motion a landslide of other rulings that shattered the foundation of our
Republic! So an unconstitutional, invented ruling, that had no precedent, eliminated freedom of religion and
drove a stake through the heart of the foundation that held American culture together. David Horowitz, Dark Agenda
The Radical Left Has United with Muslims To Destroy Christian America!
 A 5-year-old girl bows her head to say grace over her lunch. She was told that’s forbidden in school.

 A 10-year old girl was to write about her hero so she chose Jesus! She was reprimanded and told it was
unacceptable and would have to immediately take it off school property! It violates other student’s rights.
 Brynn Williams, in Temecula, CA in her presentation of show-and-tell held up the Star of Bethlehem. She
was immediately interrupted by the teacher and told to sit down! That’s not allowed in public school.
 Religious censorship is epidemic in art, music and history even football games that prohibit prayer.
 History has been sanitized; Pilgrims deleted from textbooks; Thanksgiving was to the Indians not God.
But ironically schools proselytize into the religion of Islam.
 Students have been required to write, “There is no god but Allah.” That’s blasphemous! That’s an insult to
the First Commandment, “Thou shalt have no other gods before Me!” Allah is Satan- the Moon god.
 Students at Byron School in CA were told they would become Muslims, memorize the 5 pillars of Islam and
say a Muslim prayer. Imagine if they were told they’d become followers of Christ and pray to be saved!
 Schools systematically indoctrinate into Islam, through a false concept of Islam, with no mention of slave
trading, beheadings, massacres, body mutilations, persecution of non-Muslims, which is proselytization.
 The Dieringer School District in Seattle wanted to make Muslim students feel welcome during Ramadan,
so everyone was told to greet others in Arabic, "Blessed Ramadan!" Can you imagine a school district
ordering teachers to welcome Christian students at Easter with 'He is risen, alleluia'?
 The Springfield, PA, Sabold School was ordered by atheists to stop saying "God Bless America" since it
was an impermissible prayer! I would love them to take it to court. The Supreme Court would never
declare "God Bless America" unconstitutional. Bauer American Values 5/19
The New Democrat Party is Socialist & Muslim
The mask is off. Democrats have become radical socialist, pro-infanticide, new green deal, open borders,
sanctuary cities with catch and release (not fish but illegals)! The
Democratic Party has LEFT 77% of mainstream Americans. That’s
radical. The only thing the Dems object to is being unmasked - outed!
"Everything should be free!" means Venezuelan socialism, poverty,
misery and tyranny. If Democrats don't like being called "extremist,"
they should stop acting like it.” Tony Perkins Update 2/19/19
Communism Disguised pt 2# 1623
Karl Marx, father of communism, said, “The goal of communism is to de-throne God and destroy capitalism.”
That’s revolutionary! “Socialism creates the situation for a Stalin or Hitler to come to power. Socialists are the
‘useful idiots’ the communists use to get into power,” says Curtis Bowers, producer of Agenda 2 – Masters of
Deceit. A majority (51%) of young Americans reject capitalism in favor of socialism. Socialism is getting
popular with the over educated, under learned and inexperienced idealists! Curtis Bowers infiltrated a
Communist meeting at UC Berkeley and heard their specific plans to make our nation socialist/ communist
through environmentalism i.e. “climate change.” Since freedom and morality go together, their goal is to
increase immorality to bring instability. A Marxist professor told Curtis we’ll eventually take over because,
“We have the minds of the children!”
“When you see the Socialist-Democrats like Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders, think of those starving people
fleeing Venezuela by the hundreds of thousands – just to survive socialism, just so they can eat. Venezuela
went from the most prosperous country south of the border to abject poverty because of socialism! Americans
should learn from Venezuela! According to the U.N., 2.3 million people have fled Venezuela simply so they
can find food. Diseases that had been eradicated such as malaria, tuberculosis, measles are on the rise in
Venezuela. What a colossal tragedy! Don’t let it happen here.” Jerry Newcombe
Don’t think it can’t happen here? Think again.
Babies vs. Cancer

UC San Diego claimed to explain the "parallels between fetuses and cancers." The fetus was described as "a
parasite that rapidly grows and invades, just like a cancer!” Describing babies as “parasites" explains why
Democrat/Socialists treat pregnancy like a disease to be eradicated!
“Pro-life rights” for kittens, not for human babies?
The hypocritical Left is choosing to protect kittens over kids. Senator Jeff Merkley (D-Ore.), said, “We must
stop killing kittens! The Kitten Act will protect animals from being needlessly euthanized in government testing
so they can be adopted by loving families instead.” Can’t he even hear his hypocrisy? Kittens should be
treated and adopted but NOT living, breathing babies? Democrats said, “Killing a child is a “personal
decision.” Jesus taunted the Pharisees, “You strain at a gnat and swallow a camel!” Matt. 23:24
Gov. Ralph Northam (D-VA) said, “A viable baby who survived an abortion would be ‘kept comfortable’ but
without medical attention until he/she died! Calla Hales, NARAL board of directors, proposed that mothers be
allowed 30 days after a birth to decide whether to “abort” her son or daughter retroactively!
More states are making bold moves to protect the pre-born: the Alabama House passed the most extensive
abortion restrictions since 1973 Roe v Wade. Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp signed a bill declaring a pre-born as a
“living infant” when a heartbeat is detected. The child is then to be counted in the state’s census! Ohio makes
the heartbeat standard apply in all cases unless the mother’s life is at risk.
Randy Thomasson, SaveCalifornia.com wrote, “California’s Tyrannical Brainwashing of Children!”
 “AB 624: Mandates an abortionist's phone number on student ID cards at all public & charter schools,
grades 7-12, and all California colleges & universities! This is Planned Parenthood’s abortion dream bill free abortion advertising to millions of children as young as 12 years old! This means younger customers
for Planned Parenthood abortionists and more taxpayer-funded abortions behind the backs of parents!
 SB 24: Forces U of Cal. & Cal State U to offer abortion pills without medical supervision: These
powerful drugs kill live babies and have severe side effects that can cause life-threatening complications!
 AB 711: Forces schools to retroactively falsify a student's ‘gender on student records to label confused
boys as "female" and confused girls as "male," despite their birth certificate stating otherwise. Will it
require changing yearbook photographs and identifying captions?”
Who Is Behind These Atrocious bills?
“The abortion industry, homosexual activists and Democrats who dominate the Cal Legislature, who continue
to push horrific bills to effectively undermine parental rights, morality, religious freedom and Biblical values.
And by extension, anyone who votes Democrat is also responsible.” Randy Thomasson, SaveCalifornia.com
Facebook Censors Conservatives For Wrong Thinking
Kathy Griffin can pose with a decapitated head of our President, and she has freedom of speech, but when
Brigitte Gabriel posts a picture of a Muslim terrorist who trains school children to shoot other children, she’s
censored because of “hate speech”! Social Media has become a totalitarian tool by the Left to silence
conservatives! With over 2.7 BILLION people on their platforms, Facebook is part of the One World global
system that doesn’t allow dissent or debate.
Facebook banned conservative commentator Dennis Prager! Banned Franklin Graham of Samaritan’s Purse,
because he posted North Carolina’s House Bill 2 (the bathroom bill)! Chris Hughes, co-founder of
Facebook with Zuckerberg said, “Zuckerberg's power is unprecedented and un-American."
 No politician who supports gun control should have armed guards paid for by those he is trying to disarm.
 Never surrender your guns to a government that allows the slaughter of helpless babies.
 According to Democrats, separating children at the border is illegal but killing them is a right.
 Ronald Reagan said, “I’ve noticed that everyone who is for abortion has already been born.”& “Socialism
works in only two places: Heaven, where they don’t need it and hell, where they already have it.”
 96,000 illegals came across the border this month! That is an invasion! Build the wall! Build the wall!!
 President Trump’s wall costs less than the ObamaCare website! Just as Nehemiah built the wall to protect
Jerusalem, so we urgently need to BUILD THE WALL to stop this invasion!

It’s obvious that any faction that wants to subvert freedom must use education! When the overwhelming
majority of children are sufficiently indoctrinated, the battle will be over and our precious freedom will
disappear and tyranny will prevail. For example, in the 1990’s, children as young as first grade were
conditioned to accept homosexual marriage as normal.
Take a look at the teacher in-service training video on our website (www.issuesineducation.org) for teachers
on how to indoctrinate children! This video was produced to transform our culture! It has worked!
Crisis in the Classroompart 1, #1626
Naïve parents think education is just the same as always! It’s not! It’s changing dramatically! Common Core is
the way the Federal Government is taking control over local schools so your local schools will be like those in
NY or CA! Alex Newman, author of a series of articles in The New American Magazine called Rescuing Our
Children, says there has been a deliberate dumbing down of children by using a failed reading method
-‘whole language’. It’s like memorizing Chinese symbols. The result? Generations of illiterates– stunting
intellectual growth of children. But that’s the idea. If people can’t read, they can’t read the Bible.
They don’t have to ban the Bible! If people can’t read, they can’t read the Bible!
 Paul wrote, "Be transformed by the renewing of your mind." How do you do that if you can’t even read?
 How would you like your child to be labeled LD, learning disabled, thinking he's defective only to later
find out the problem was that the school failed to teach him to read?
 Only 42% of adults have finished a book since graduating from high school.
 St. Jerome wrote, "Ignorance of the Scriptures is ignorance of Christ."
Kids struggle to read when schools leave phonics out! Schools too often leave out a key piece of the reading
puzzle because teachers aren't trained to teach phonics. Reading is the foundation of all education. What’s
more basic than reading? An illiterate, who can’t de-code the printed word, has very little understanding of
the vast world of knowledge. 60% of prison inmates are illiterate! Many are bitter and blame society. But
the fault should be placed squarely on the public schools!
Schools were started in America to teach reading so children could read the Bible! Yet today evangelic
churches, many with huge multimillion-dollar buildings, don’t have a SCHOOL! Less than 5% of Evangelic
Churches have a school. So the buildings are more important than the souls of children.
What’s a child’s soul worth?
$500? $5,000, A few years to homeschool them? For Christ, a child’s soul was worth dying on the cross to
save them! Yet 90% of Christian children lose their faith because of a public school education into
humanism. Jesus said, “A student will become like his teacher.” Secular schools produce secular students.
“An hour at church is no antidote to a daily drenching in the religion of secular humanism. A week’s
indoctrination doesn’t evaporate in an hour at church. Schools are in the disciple making business. Why
should it surprise anyone when a child is conformed to the world when they are discipled in the sanctuaries
of secularism?” Richard Gamble in The Great Tradition- Classic Readings on What It Means To Be Educated
Crisis in the Classroom parts 2, #1627
In this spiritual war for the soul of our nation, the most crucial battle is over the schoolchildren where the
current young generation has the lowest percentage of Christians in our history. Read that again and weep: the
lowest percentage of Christians in our history! It’s virtually an insignificant percentage! Those who don’t
believe in Christ BOAST about being an atheist! It’s trendy to be an atheist.
“The evidence is all around us. The Creator designed the universe so that His invisible attributes would be
“clearly seen”, so that we are “without excuse!” The Creator Clearly Seen, Jud David Answers Magazine’08
The public school system is a satanic tool to destroy faith in God! If you believe there is an ETERNAL
heaven and an eternal HELL, and you don’t tell others the way of salvation, do you hate them so much that you
would not tell them how to escape the horrors of hell? As Eze 3:18 says, “When I (The Lord) tell wicked
people they will die because of their sins, you must warn them. If you refuse, you are responsible!”

Alex Newman, author of a series of articles in The New American: Rescuing Our Children, says the public
schools, are doing what they were designed to do? The founders of public education, Horace Mann and John
Dewey, influenced the teacher’s colleges so they would unwittingly follow a pattern used in communist
countries, to transform America to socialism and communism.
Instead of putting transgendered girls in the boy’s locker room, they should be in counseling.
A transgendered girl in the boy’s locker room is delusional and in need of serious psychological counseling.

A study by researchers at UCLA found that 25% of California kids aged 12-17 are gender non-conforming.
They don’t see themselves as a boy or girl, but something else. So girls in the shower are shocked to see a boy
inside their showers! Even a male PE teacher was ordered to be in the girl’s locker room, but he refused. He did
not want to violate the privacy of young girls in the nude. What did the school do? The teacher was fired!
 NY schools gave out handouts to children on sex change surgery. Why do children need a sex change?
 At Rocky Top Middle School in Colorado, school officials brought in a drag queen under the guise of
career “literacy.” To give children a better understanding of the diverse backgrounds in the community.
Outraged parents rose up to complain! But in other places parents are unaware of what’s happening.
 At age 9, Planned Parenthood guidelines call for them to describe responses to sexual stimulation.
 By age 12, children are expected to demonstrate respect for homosexual parenting, and expected to believe
sodomy is pleasurable and less likely to result in infection. Just the opposite is true!
The LGBT ideology to deliberately sexualize children is now firmly embedded in the curricula nationwide.
The UN manual, Comprehensive Sexuality Education Standards, indoctrinates children to reject their parent’s
values. There is a section on how to neutralize outraged parents, which they anticipate. How can trusting
parents turn their precious children over to a system this evil? Just to learn basic academics? Academics?
Public schools are a massive failure at teaching academics. The US Department of Education’s 2018 National
Assessment of Education Progress shows the majority of children are not proficient at math or reading!
 At Hofstra University in NY, students demanded that a Thomas Jefferson statute be removed since it
represents “a legacy of racism and bigotry.” Never mind that the author of the Declaration of
Independence fought slavery and in his first draft called for abolition. Students’ appalling ignorance of
history creates intolerance and prejudice against their own country!
Founders of Public Education
Horace Mann, Father of Public Education, a Unitarian who rejected the Bible, used the Prussian model in
1843 to transform Christian America through compulsory education. He purged all Christianity from schools
and substituted humanism, a belief in MAN. Not God! That’s why it’s humanism.
John Dewey, anti-Christian socialist/atheist, visited Russia and praised the mass-murdering regime for their
collectivist mentality. Dewey’s zeal for Communism envisioned a Communist America without private
property, transferring ownership to the all-powerful state. Dewey’s radical ideology is summed up in his 1933
Humanist Manifesto that says:
Religious humanists regard the universe as self-existing and not created, that man emerged as a result of a
continuous process (evolution). The time has passed for theism. In the place of the old attitudes, man alone
is responsible for the world of his dreams that he has within himself, the power for its achievement.
Humanist Manifesto II came 40 years later and boldly called for replacing national sovereignty with One
World Government. Humanist author John Dunphy summed up the humanist public school system:
“The battle for humankind's future must be won in the public schools by teachers that perceive their role as
proselytizers of a new faith: a religion of humanity. The classroom will become an arena of conflict between the
old and new -- the rotting corpse of Christianity, and the new faith of humanism.”
“Give me four years to teach the children and the seed I have sown will never be uprooted.”
Vladimir Lenin, Founder of the USSR & Soviet Communism

How To Bring Children to Christ

#1624

What does it mean to believe in Jesus Christ? What’s a false convert? How can you tell if a child is truly saved?
Cuts from the movie The Atheist Delusion. Almost 9 out of 10 (88%) of church children lose their faith before
high school graduation. What can a parent do to be sure their children keep their faith? Ray Comfort,
evangelist and author of How To Bring Your Child To Christ and Keep Them There, says, don’t give your
children a false image of God. Give them a true balanced view of the God of the Bible not “Santa Claus!”
Should you teach children the fear of the Lord to help them overcome temptation?
Memorial Day Heroes #1625
Freedom is not free but purchased at great cost. Memorial Day is a day to remember the sacrifices that paid for
our freedoms. John Steer, author of Wounded Soldier, gives fascinating accounts of his experiences in Viet
Nam and how he later took the gospel to Russian generals. Gary Horton, a school assembly speaker, was an
Army Ranger who fought for our freedoms, yet he’s not given the freedom to speak about his Christian faith in
public schools. Schools have re-written our history, banned the flag, and banned the motto and the pledge.
Horton gives some impassioned words from our courageous soldiers.
The Miracle of the Resurrection part 1 #1620
This is one of the most inspirational programs we have ever made. William Frey, author of The Dance of
Hope, tells how the Resurrection was like a news flash - fascinating news that’s exciting and life changing!
Death no longer has any power over us. Now there’s nothing to fear, only expectations of joy in heaven.
Although the disciples had lost all hope, they emerged fearless men, unafraid of crucifixion. These transformed
men changed the world. Professional actor, Bruce Marchiano, dramatically tells how the lifeless body of
Jesus, dead for three days, came vibrantly back to life through God’s power.
Jesus’ body passed through the shell of glue like air out of a balloon
At the Resurrection, there was a huge shaking earthquake, a flash of blinding light, and two mighty angels
stood in front of the tomb where hardened Roman soldiers were at guard. The soldiers were so traumatized they
fell back like dead men. One angel, with two fingers and a twist of his powerful wrist, rolled back the huge
stone. The tomb was opened to let people in, not let Jesus out! Jesus had already RISEN!
The Miracle of Heaven part 2
#1621
Captain Dale Black, a commercial airlines pilot, and author of A Pilot’s True Story - Flight to Heaven, A
Plane Crash, A Lone Survivor, A Journey to Heaven and Back, vividly describes his horrific plane crash –
falling 175 feet to hit the concrete, looking down on his dead body, then skyrocketing at unimaginable speeds
to the celestial city of Light. He vividly describes his wondrous experience in an
incredibly awesome place -Heaven. Heaven is filled with magnificent music,
intoxicating, perfumed air, rolling hills with grass and flowers. This is what we
were created for. This is our true home. There are groups of picture perfect, brightly
colored homes, in quaint little towns. There are mansions up there.
But the greatest reward will be when the Lord looks into your eyes, looks into your
soul, and says with a big smile, “Well done, good and faithful servant! Enter into the
JOY of the Lord.” You will have great joy because you will be with our wondrous
Lord- the One who loves you with infinite love. There is no night in heaven, the
Glory of the Lord is the Light. You won’t need to sleep; your glorified body will always be full of energy.
You will see everything through glorified eyes as you’ve never seen before. There is constant JOY!
A Terrorist Comes to Christ #1619
Kamal Saleem, a Muslim terrorist trained to kill infidels, came to America to wage war on us. He came to
recruit college students into Jihad. Universities have become training grounds for Muslim terrorists. Kamal
Saleem was raised to kill infidels. But God used a horrific car accident to bring him to Christ. He was
paralyzed lying in a ditch when he called out to Allah. He heard nothing. Then he heard the voice of Jesus
telling him he is no longer their warrior but belongs to Him. How could anything other than an authentic
experience with the Risen Christ explain the transformation of the hardened Muslim terrorist to Christ?
He has become such a fearless and zealous Christian that he goes into Mosques to convert Muslims to Christ.

What Is Your Purpose in Life? #1618
What is the purpose of your life? If your life has a purpose, your life will be fulfilling and you will have a deep
sense of joy. At the end of your life, don’t you want your life to matter? Richard Simmonds, author of The
Reason for Life – Why Did God put Me Here? says “Just as happiness is a by-product of a meaningful life, so
futility is a by-product of a worldly life.” Tom Brady, winner of 6 super bowls, said, “There has to be
something greater for my life.” Navy Seals were shocked that the hostages they tried to rescue wouldn’t leave
until one Seal ‘became one of them’. That’s what God did. He became one of us to lead us to His protection and
safety.
Faith means trusting what your eyes can’t see. Physical eyes see only the prowling lion. But eyes of faith see
Daniel’s angel. Eyes see two armies: the Canaanites vs the Israelites. Faith sees a third. The Lords mighty
angels! Human eyes see your grave. Your eyes of faith see a City whose Builder and Maker is Almighty God.
God loves you, not because you’re religious, beautiful or highly intelligent. God loves you because he has
chosen to love you. His unconditional love is constant. If your thoughts or actions altered His devotion to you,
then God would not be love. He would be human, for that’s conditional human love. If you feel unloved,
meditate long and hard on this: Jesus was beaten so that his eyes were shut, his shoulders as raw as ground beef,
and his lips bloody and split. Chunks of flesh and hair yanked from his face. On the cross, he pushed himself up
to gasp for air! As you peer into the bloody face remember this “God showed His great love for us by sending
His Son to die for us when we were still sinners.” Rom 5:8
Everything begins with faith. The absence of faith results in wandering in the wilderness. The presence of faith
results in Promised Land living. Failures are fatal only if we fail to learn from them.
After a forest fire, rangers found a bird literally petrified in ashes, perched like a statue on the ground at the
base of a tree. Somewhat sickened by the eerie sight, a ranger knocked over the ashen bird with a stick. When
he struck the bird, three tiny chicks scurried out from under their dead mother's wings.
The loving mother, keenly aware of impending disaster, had carried her offspring to the base of the tree and
had gathered them under her wings, instinctively knowing that the toxic smoke would rise. She could have
flown to safety but had refused to abandon her babies. When the blaze had arrived and the heat had scorched
her small body, the mother had remained steadfast. Because she had been willing to die, those baby birds
under the cover of her wings would live.
“(The Lord) He will cover you with his feathers, and under his wings you will find refuge; his faithfulness
will be your shield and rampart.” Ps 91:4 Jesus sustains your life: “All things were created through Him and for
Him. And in Him all things hold together.” Col 1:17 “…sustaining all things by his powerful word.” Heb 1:3
 He holds the planets in their place! He sets the limits on the restless sea. Jesus brought a billion galaxies
into existence, out of nothing. God created the magnificence that is the human body and brain; and brought
everything into existence from nothing.
Look up at the stars at night. They didn’t just tumble into space! The rising and lowering of the tides doesn’t
just happen by accident. Planting dead seed into the ground and it grows into a plant with food on it – isn’t
just a phenomena of nature. The wind and rain aren’t just nature doing her thing. These are part of God’s
actions. God never loses anything or anybody. God is the only Being in the universe who has never been
outsmarted or defeated. God has never worried about anything. God knows every detail in the future as if it
had already happened. God has never been afraid, insecure or lonely.
God never runs out of ideas, resources or ways to protect those who love Him. He has infinite energy and
endless power. He has an inexhaustible imagination. He's a God of incredible creativity. God tells us to live
with faith in His power and His ability. God always wins and never runs out of ways to protect His own. With

God you never need to fear. Never! Even in the face of death you have nothing to fear. Even though you walk
through the valley of the shadow of death you will not fear for God is with you.
HUMOR
 Health nuts are going to feel stupid someday, lying in the hospital, dying of nothing.
 I want a closed casket funeral. At the end of the service have the organist play, “Pop goes the weasel!” over
and over until everyone is staring at my coffin with silent, horrified anticipation.
 I put grandma on speed dial and call it insta-gram!
“Pasteurize”: too far to see.
 Low Self-Esteem Support Group will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. Please use the back door!
 What hair color do they put on the driver's license of a totally bald man?
 What “sex” do they put on the driver’s license for a transsexual? Maybe just a question mark?
 You don't need a smoke detector; that's what the fire department is for. Now...if you think that sounds
stupid, you know how I feel when you say I don't need a gun.
 Folks keep talking about another Civil War. One side knows how to shoot and has a trillion bullets. The
other side is confused about which bathroom to use. How do you think that's going to end?
 A lady requested the removal of the Deer Crossing sign on the road. The reason: "Too many deer are being
hit by cars out here! I don't think this is a good place for them to be crossing!”
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